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Eden Bailey
You and I
Grade 11
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Angie Dill
Watercolor
Grade 8

Madeline Flint
Blue Birds
Grade 10

Isabella Korb
Fearless
Grade 12
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W i n t e r

S n o w

Olivia Record
Grade 8

Specks of white
Float down from
The forever blue sky.
Soft and new,
The Earth has reawakened
From it’s restful sleep.
Winter birds sing
In crabapple trees,
Deer wander through the woods,
A blanket of white shimmers
In the early morning sun.
Streams bubble over icey forms,
That become nature’s own
Masterpiece.

Children play in the white,
Powdery puffs,
Laughing as delicate snowflakes
fall onto their tongues.
Their footprints scatter all over
The snowy ground.
And snowbanks become great forts of ice,
Steep hills become slick trails
Of winter fun.
Everything comes out
When the Earth turns white,
And the world is peaceful and beautiful
In the Winter Snow.

Leah Jaffe
Double Gloves
Grade 12
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Olivia Begin
Golden Doberman
Grade 12
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Anna McNulty
The Year the Decade Exploded
Grade 10
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Sarah Burke
Standing in the Rain
Grade 11

Isabelle Flint
Utopia
Grade 7

C o n n e c t i o n
Sarah Harper
Grade 9
I knew on the first date that we had a connection
A connection like the moon and the stars and the sun and the clouds
And you can’t say you didn’t feel it ‘cause I know you did
‘Cause we had a connection
A connection like the stars and the moon and the sun and the clouds
We had a connection
And I may be wrong, but I think you know it and there’s no way of stopping it
‘Cause we had a connection
A connection from the moment we laid eyes on each other in the coffee shop down the street
We had a connection
A connection like the moon and the stars and the sun and the clouds
We had a connection
We had a connection
A connection
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Ariana Bletz
Story Time
Grade 8

Hope Chinian
Lana Del Ray
Grade 9
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Sarah Burke
Masked
Grade 11
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Shannon Brainerd
Autumn Sunrise
Grade 12

Olivia Begin
Paint Portrait
Grade 12
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I

W i l l

R u n

Johanna Lynip
Grade 8
I will run,
never look back.
Never see my life
lying in ruin.
Turn my face
to the sun.
Follow the light,
to escape the dark.
I’ve lost everything,
so I’ll start fresh.
Create a new home,
far from the old.
Daniel Blanchfield
Sleuth
Grade 12

Natalie Giordano
Tree Top
Grade 12
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Mattie Farrara
Christmas Cactus
Grade 11

Adelyn Breault
Billie Eilish
Grade 9
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Shannon Brainerd
A Letter I Wrote for the Eyes of Everyone but You
Grade 12
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Angie Dill
Black and White
Grade 8
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Johanna Lynip
Don’t Blame Yourself
Grade 8

Daniel Blanchfield
Light and Dark
Grade 12
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Shannon Brainerd
A Letter Lost in the Wreckage
Grade 12
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Daniel Blanchfield
Tiger Soul
Grade 12

Austin Hackman
Contrast
Grade 12
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N u m b
Angie Dill
Grade 8
I’m told to walk the dark alleys,
When no one is around,
To scavenge for food
And necessary rations,
I’m expected to live a normal life,
But that to me,
Means to always put myself first in every scenario-Every -- single -- one of us
Are taught to survive on our own,
Which in some situations leads to crime.
I’m told to run from the cops
Even,
If I’m doing no harm,
And to always
Keep my mouth shut no matter what.
The streets are disgusting
And full with trash
And unwanteds,
Austin Hackman
Oates
Grade 12
But this disgusting place to me is considered
My home,
And here on the streets I will always
Wander-When darkness takes over,
The day doesn’t end,
There’s still crime
Gunshots-Screaming-And thoughts in our heads,
I’m used to it
I don’t follow the law
But I’ve seen terrible things,
And terrible,
Doesn’t even start to describe those things,
But
I wouldn’t be who I am without seeing
What I’ve seen.
But I’ve numbed the pain of my dreadful life and
Put on a smile for all those people to see.
Anna Headwell
John Lennon
Grade 11
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Paige Wulff
Marilyn
Grade 11
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Eden Bailey
Supermarket Flowers
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Autumn Headwell
Pale Blue Dot
Grade 12
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Maddie Flint
Nineteen Ninety-Five
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Chellee Daniels
Word Turtle
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Shannon Brainerd
Botanical Beauty
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Olivia Begin
Red Monster
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Angie Dill
Green Coated Woman
Grade 8
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A

W i n t e r

R i d e

Max McLenithan
Elk at Dusk
Grade 12

Olivia Record
Grade 8
We walk along the frozen fields,
No path to follow,
Just the browning reeds
That sway in the gentle wind.
Through the woods and crystal streams,
Everything is quiet, as if the earth
Is holding its breath.
Up the steep slopes,
Until we reach the top.
It feels as if,
The whole world is beneath us.
Rolling mountains for miles around,
With a frosty white lightly draped
Over the vast landscape.
The sun peeks out,
Barely over the mountain’s crevice,
Welcoming the world to life.

A hawk soars by,
It glides and twists as it
Moves on.
I pull my scarf a bit higher over my face,
For the morning air is brisk.
We watch as the quiet Earth
Bursts out with colors, sounds,
And life.
Even on this early winter day,
Everything is always moving,
Breathing.
So still we sit,
Taking in the sounds
Of the animals and the woods.
Just me and my horse,
Alone we may be,
But we are never truly alone.
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Madeline Flint
Freckles
Grade 10

Eden Bailey
Koi Boi
Grade 11
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Aidan Manning
David
Grade 12

Hope Chinian
Sabrina Claudio
Grade 9
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Leah Jaffe
Paw Patrol
Grade 12

Kordehlia Koopmann
Word Art Hummingbird
Grade 9
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T h e

F i r s t

P a g e

o f

a

F u t u r e

N o v e l

Leah Jaffe
Grade 12

Despite its name, Pillow City never slept. Even at night, it pulsated and hummed with a mystical
energy that blew through the alleyways and danced on the rooftops. There was something magical in the
air, a sharp contrast against the dull brick buildings. To the people living there it was exceedingly normal
and dull (as most places are to their inhabitants), but visitors almost always picked up on the wonder of
the place as they watched their frosty breath rise up and then dissipate in front of the towering Victorian
houses lining Ark Street. These visitors found a strange beauty in the factory sector, and loved the way
the city’s hills looked on a sunny day. It was charming and comforting. It was inexplicable.
The people of Pillow City themselves were tired. They were sick of the grey, and had long forgotten about the magic. The factories were a backdrop for their misery and they were long-used to the
special chill in the winter air. They were tired of being poor, tired of being rich, tired of being unremarkable. The women had dark circles under their eyes and the children never had what they wanted. The
young men were off fighting in the war and the old men wished that they were either young enough to
fight or old enough to die. They could never win.
Now, the men were away, fighting for glory. They had received the notices with pride or despair,
there was no in between. What was not written on the cards was the fate of each man, where he’d fight,
who he’d fight, how he’d die. That was the adventure of it. There would be glory, there would be smart
uniforms, there would be exhilaration. There would also be pain, but the pain would feel good. Little did
they know that pain seldom feels as good as we want it to.

Autumn Headwell
In Bloom
Grade 12
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Even a nation at war needed a soft place to rest its head. Around the clock the factories whistled and
spinned, churning out pillow after pillow after pillow. Workers streamed into the factory in the morning, swallowing the last pieces of their bread and butter before facing the labors of the day.They punched in, hung up their
coats in the little room next to the boiler, then trudged to whatever machine they were assigned, to feed cloth,
to catch stuffing, to snip threads. There was an all-too-short lunch break, and then nose to the grindstone until it
was time to go home. The first day at the factory was the second best. The best day was the last. On the first day,
God had made the ultrafast sewing machine. On the second he made boredom. The third pain, the fourth silent
agony, the fifth despair. By the sixth there was no emotion left, and by the seventh the final day of rest could not
come soon enough.
Toby was nice and cozy on the living room sofa. He had an old, worn blue quilt draped unevenly over his
shoulders. Faded squiggles and roses cheerfully adorned the thinning blue cotton, smiling in the patch of sunshine streaming through a nearby window. The pillow his head rested on was also decorated with roses, although
these ones were robust and vigorously pink. He was reading his favorite book for the seventh, perhaps the eighth
time. It was a fantastical novel, rather silly in fact, about a man who discovers a magic fish while out for his morning swim. The theme was typical, beautiful magic is ruined by the unruly masses, but that part was lost on Toby.
Although intelligent, he was not extraordinarily so, and read it for the comedy of the fish’s antics, not for the
deeper meaning they were meant to convey. If only he had a magic fish. That would be fun.

Kordehlia Koopmann
Magazine Mosaic Dog
Grade 9
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Daniel Blanchfield
In the Pasture
Grade 12

Leah Jaffe
Shadow Doggo
Grade 12
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Autumn Headwell
Reflections
Grade 12
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Gabby Wilbur
Gilbert Grape
Grade 11
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